## VOLUNTEER AVAILABILITY
### SUMMER CAMPS | 2019

### CAMP CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JULY

#### WEEK 1
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Sports Adventure – MSP
- Theatre Camp (Week 1 of 3) – HCC
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

#### WEEK 2
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP

#### WEEK 3
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Ball Hockey – MSP
- Chefs in Training – MSP
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – HCC
- Theatre Camp (Week 2 of 3) – HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

#### WEEK 4
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – HCC
- Theatre Camp (Week 2 of 3) – HCC
- Tiny Tykes – ABH
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

#### WEEK 5
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Ball Hockey – MSP
- Dance & Cheerleading (Week 2 of 2) – HCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – MSP
- Tiny Tykes – ABH
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

#### WEEK 6
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Epic Sports – MSP
- Musical Theatre (Week 1 of 3) – HCC
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP

#### WEEK 7
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Chefs in Training – MSP
- Leaders in Training (Week 1 of 2) – GCC
- Musical Theatre (Week 2 of 3) – HCC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Tiny Tykes – ABH
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

#### WEEK 8
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Leaders in Training (Week 2 of 2) – GCC
- Musical Theatre (Week 3 of 3) – HCC
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

### AUGUST

#### WEEK 1
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – ACC & HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

#### WEEK 2
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – ACC & HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

#### WEEK 3
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – ACC & HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

#### WEEK 4
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Ball Hockey – ACC
- Chefs in Training – MSP
- Dance & Cheerleading (Week 1 of 2) – HCC
- Leaders in Training (Week 2 of 2) – GCC
- Studio Art – ACC & HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

### Volunteers:

Please provide your availability by indicating a check mark beside the camps for which you would like to volunteer. Please send the completed document to the Volunteer Coordinator by email at heatherb@haltonhills.ca.

### Name: ____________________________

### Week 1
- Adventure Splash 'N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Sports Adventure – MSP
- Theatre Camp (Week 1 of 3) – HCC
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

### Week 2
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP

### Week 3
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Ball Hockey – MSP
- Chefs in Training – MSP
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – HCC
- Theatre Camp (Week 2 of 3) – HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

### Week 4
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Studio Art – ACC & HCC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

### Week 5
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Ball Hockey – MSP
- Dance & Cheerleading (Week 2 of 2) – HCC
- Epic Sports – ACC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Sports Adventure – MSP
- Tiny Tykes – ABH
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

### Week 6
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – GCC
- Epic Sports – MSP
- Musical Theatre (Week 1 of 3) – HCC
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP

### Week 7
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Chefs in Training – MSP
- Leaders in Training (Week 1 of 2) – GCC
- Musical Theatre (Week 2 of 3) – HCC
- Outdoor Explorers – CDV
- Tiny Tykes – ABH
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

### Week 8
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Leaders in Training (Week 2 of 2) – GCC
- Musical Theatre (Week 3 of 3) – HCC
- Sports Adventure – ACC
- Tiny Tykes – MSP
- Tyke Hullabaloo – ABH

### Week 9
- Adventure Splash ‘N Fun JR/SR – ACC & GCC
- Tyke Hullabaloo – MSP

---

ACC = Acton Arena & Community Centre  
ABH = Acton Boat House  
GCC = Gellert Community Centre  
CDV = Cedarvale Park  
HCC = Halton Hills Cultural Centre  
MSP = Mold-Masters SportsPlex

**HIGH FIVE®** is Canada’s only quality assurance standard for children’s recreation and sport. The Town of Halton Hills is proud to be HIGH FIVE® Accredited!  
Find out more at www.highfive.org.
SUMMER CAMPS | 2019

Adventure Splash 'N Fun:
Junior: Born 2011 – 2013
Senior: Born 2006 – 2010
Welcome to the wonderful world of summer excitement! This program is jam packed with entertaining activities such as sports, water games, creative crafts, camp cheers, theme weeks, swimming three times a week and weekly bus trips! This high-energy camp is dedicated to making the most of your child’s summer, so get ready and make a splash. NOTE: Children aged 5 and 6 years old will enjoy water activities and fun at a splash pad. Children 7 years and older will swim throughout the week.

Ball Hockey
Born 2006 – 2011
This program offers a focus on indoor ball hockey. Practice skill development, sportsmanship, teamwork, and fair play. These elements will be highlighted through drills, scrimmages, actual game play, and skill based workshops. Be prepared for team games, special instruction and tournament play. Participants will also go swimming twice during the week. A CSA approved helmet and face mask is mandatory. Gloves are recommended. Indoor shoes required.

Chefs in Training
Born 2006 – 2012
Want to become a chef and cook meals for your friends and family? Participants will work together to create delicious and easy-to-make dishes. Campers will be able to eat the food they have created as a snack. Campers will learn about food safety, recipes, nutrients, cooking techniques and different dishes. Participants will also swim twice during the week and go on a bus trip.

Dance & Cheerleading
Born 2006 – 2011
Come and experience a variety of different dance styles from ballet to creative movements, cheerleading and jazz. Participants will learn fundamental techniques and short routines for each genre including dancing, cheering, jumps, and low level stunts. Dancers will work hard to prepare for the final performance! Campers will also participate in arts n’ crafts, special workshops and swim twice each week.

Epic Sports
Born 2006 – 2011
Looking for an epic summer adventure? This camp has it all! Participants can bring a skateboard or scooter; they will learn new tricks and improve old skills while focusing on introductory techniques such as grinding, allies, rail slides and more. Epic Sports camp will visit various skate parks throughout the week. Campers will also go on a bus trip and will swim twice during the week. Epic sport athletes must provide their own skateboard/scooter, All safety equipment is mandatory including, a CSA approved helmet, elbow & knee pads. Wrist guards are recommended.

Leaders in Training
Born 2004 – 2005
Through hands on activities, workshops and observations, Leaders in Training will learn about different leadership styles, communication and problem solving. Learn first-hand about program planning, child development and counselling techniques. In addition, participants will enjoy fun experiences like a bus trip. This experience will help to build a resume, as participants work towards certifications in Standard First Aid and HIGH FIVE®.

Musical Theatre
Born 2006 – 2011
Song and dance is heard throughout the halls as participants prepare for performance day! This program focuses on stage direction, characterization, dialogue memorization, as well as set design and costume creation. Campers will also swim twice each week. To top all this excitement, a final performance will take place during the last week of camp.

Outdoor Explorers
Born 2006 – 2012
Experience the marvels of the outdoors during this exciting week of camp! Activities are a fusion of environmental exploration, sports, and cooperative games. Campers will enjoy being outdoors all day long while taking part in all of their favourite camp activities. Participants will take part in a bus trip and will go swimming twice throughout the week. NOTE: Outdoor Explorers will take place entirely outdoors, please dress and pack accordingly.

Sports Adventure
It’s all about sports! This amazing sports experience will offer coaching and development in some of your favorite sports like basketball, volleyball and soccer, as well as some fun new sports! Be prepared for team games, tournaments and special instruction to help develop your skills as an ultimate athlete. Participants will go on a bus trip and swim twice during the week.

Studio Art
Born 2006 – 2012
Open up your creative self and have some fun making unique works of art. Educational hands on workshops will allow for an intuitive approach, exploring watercolors, painting, drawing and other mixed media. Through your own self-expression you will be amazed by the beautiful originals you can create! Participants will swim twice during the week and go on a bus trip.

Theatre Camp
Born 2006 – 2011
Have you ever wanted to be center stage in the spotlight? Future thespians will experience workshops in the finer areas of acting including stage direction and presence, characterization, dialogue memorization, as well as set design and costume creation. Campers will also swim twice each week. To top all this excitement, a final performance will take place during the last week of camp.

Tiny Tykes Sports
Born 2013 – 2015
Registrants must be 4 years old by the first day of the camp week. Introduce your tyke to a variety of sports in a fun and safe learning environment. These future athletes will learn the basics to sports such as soccer, volleyball and many more! Your child will develop new skills, practice different drills, and have a blast with a ton of other summertime favorites, like crafts & cheers. Participants will take part in water activities and go to a splash pad, so be sure to pack a bathing suit.

Tyke Hullabaloo
Born 2013 – 2015
Registrants must be 4 years old by the first day of the camp week. Calling all active pre-schoolers! This program offers a little bit of song, a dash of imagination, a sprinkle of crafts & a dibble of crafts, and a hullabaloo of summer adventure. Participants will take part in water activities and go to a splash pad, so be sure to pack a bathing suit.